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Abstract
An overview is presented of the behavioral interface specication lan-
guage Larch/C++. The features of Larch/C++ used to specify the be-
havior of C++ functions and classes, including subclasses, are described,
with examples. Comparisons are made with other object-oriented speci-
cation languages. An innovation in Larch/C++ is the use of examples
in function specications.
1 Introduction
Larch/C++ [31] is a model-based specication language that allows the speci-
cation of both the exact interface and the behavior of a C++ [13, 44] program
module.
1.1 Model-Based Specication
The idea of model-based specications builds on two seminal papers by Hoare.
Hoare's paper \An Axiomatic Basis for Computer Programming" [21], used two
predicates over program states to specify a computation. The rst predicate
species the requirements on the state before the computation; it is called the
computation's precondition. The second predicate species the desired nal
state; it is called the computation's postcondition.
Hoare's paper \Proof of correctness of data representations" [22], described
the verication of abstract data type (ADT) implementations. In this paper
Hoare introduced the use of an abstraction function that maps the implementa-
tion data structure (e.g., an array) to a mathematical value space (e.g., a set).
The elements of this value space are thus called abstract values [34]. The idea
is that one species the ADT using the abstract values, which allows clients of
the ADT's operations to reason about calls without worrying about the details
of the implementation.
A model-based specication language combines these ideas. That is, it speci-
es procedures (what C++ calls functions), using pre- and postconditions. The
pre- and postconditions use the vocabulary specied in an abstract model, which
species the abstract values mathematically.

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The best-known model-based specication languages are VDM-SL [23] and
Z [42, 41, 19]. Both come with a mathematical toolkit from which a user
can assemble abstract models for use in specifying procedures. The toolkit of
VDM-SL resembles that of a (functional) programming language; it provides
certain basic types (integers, booleans, characters), and structured types such
as records, Cartesian products, disjoint unions, and sets. The toolkit in Z
is based on set theory; it has a relatively elaborate notation for various set
constructions, as well as powerful techniques for combining specications (the
schema calculus).
1.2 Larch
The work of Wing, Guttag, and Horning on Larch extends the VDM-SL and Z
tradition in two directions [52, 51, 18]:
 Although a mathematical toolkit is provided [18, Appendix A], speciers
may design their own mathematical theories using the Larch Shared Lan-
guage (LSL) [18, Chapter 4]. This allows users, if they desire, to create
and use an abstract model at exactly the right level of abstraction; that
is, one can either build an abstract model out of readily available parts,
or one can build a model from scratch. Clearly, not everyone should be
building models from scratch; thus it is convenient that those that do get
built can be shared, even among users of dierent behavioral interface
specication languages.
 Instead of one generic specication language, there are several behav-
ioral interface specication languages (BISLs), each tailored to specifying
modules to be written in a specic programming language. Examples in-
clude LCL [18, Chapter 5] (for C), LM3 [18, Chapter 6] (for Modula-3),
Larch/Ada [17] (for Ada), Larch/CLU [52, 51] (for CLU), Larch/Smalltalk
[10] (for Smalltalk) and Larch/C++.
The advantage of tailoring each BISL to a specic programming language is
that one can specify both the behavior and the exact interface to be programmed
[24]. This is of great practical benet, because the details of the interface that
need to be specied vary among programming languages. For example, because
Larch/C++ is tailored to the specication of C++ code, it allows uses to specify
the use of such C++ features as virtual, const, exception handling, and exact
details of the C++ types (including distinctions between types such as int and
long int, pointers and pointers to constant objects, etc.). No such details
can be specied directly in a specication language such as VDM-SL or Z that
is not tailored to C++. The same remark applies to object-oriented (OO)
specication languages such as Z++ [27, 26], ZEST [11], Object-Z [39, 40],
OOZE [1, 2, 3], MooZ [36, 37], and VDM++ [38]. However, apparently there
are \variants of Fresco" [48, 50] that are \derived from C++ and Smalltalk"
[49, p. 135]; these may permit more exact specication of interface details.
The remainder of this chapter gives a set of examples in Larch/C++, and
then concludes with a discussion. The set of examples species a hierarchy of
shapes that is used as a case study in the book Object Orientation in Z [43].
2 Quadrilaterals
To write a specication in Larch/C++, one species an abstract model in LSL,
and then uses that to specify the C++ interface and its behavior. This section
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Quad(Q): trait
includes FourSidedFigure, NoContainedObjects(Q)
Q tuple of edges: Edges, position: Vector
implies
QuadDesugared(Q)
Figure 1: The LSL trait Quad, which species an abstract model for quadrilat-
erals located at some particular position.
species the abstract model of quadrilaterals, then the abstract class QuadShape
and the class Quadrilateral.
2.1 Abstract Model of Quadrilaterals
Although LSL has the power to specify abstract models \from scratch," most
abstract models are built using tuples (records), sets, and other standard math-
ematical tools that are either built-in to LSL or found in Guttag and Horning's
Handbook [18, Appendix A]. A typical example is given in Figure 1. That gure
species a theory in LSL, using a LSL module, which is called a trait . This trait
is named Quad, and has a parameter Q, which can be replaced by another type
name when the trait is used. This trait itself includes instances of two other
traits: FourSidedFigure, and NoContainedObjects(Q). The latter of these
simply says that an abstract value of type Q has no subobjects [31, Section 7.5].
The type Q itself is dened next, by using the built-in LSL tuple of notation.
What LSL calls a tuple is a record-like value; in this case the tuple has two
elds: edges of type Edges and position of type Vector. The types Edges
and Vector are specied in the trait FourSidedFigure. Following this section
of the trait Quad, beginning with the LSL keyword implies, is a statement that
the theory of the trait Quad contains the theory of the trait QuadDesugared(Q).
The implies section illustrates an important feature of the Larch approach:
the incorporation of checkable redundancy into specications. Such redundancy
can serve as a consistency check; it can also highlight consequences of the spec-
ication for the benet of readers, as in Figure 1. The trait QuadDesugared,
which is shown in Figure 2, is a desugaring of Figure 1 (minus the implies
section). This desugaring explains the LSL tuple of notation. In Figure 2,
the signatures of the operators on Q values are specied in the lines following
introduces, and their theory is specied in the lines following asserts. In the
theory section, the generated by clause states that all abstract values of type
Q are equivalent to [e,v] for some e and v. (This corresponds to the \no junk"
principle of the initial algebra approach [15, 7, 14]. However, note that uses of
this principle are speciable in LSL; that is, although tuples are generated by
default, LSL does not require that all types of abstract values be generated.)
The partitioned by clause says that two Q values are equal unless they can
be distinguished using the operators __.edges and __.position. (This is the
opposite of what is done by default in the initial algebra approach.) Following
the 8 (typed as \forall by users) are some declarations and equations. Be-
sides the eld selectors, a tuple in LSL provides \update" operators; in this
case they are set_edges and set_position. Because LSL abstract values are
purely mathematical, these do not make any changes to a tuple, but produce a
similar tuple with a change to the relevant eld.
Another example of a trait that uses the tuple notation, but which demon-
strates a bit more about LSL, is the trait FourSidedFigure. This trait is spec-
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QuadDesugared(Q): trait
includes FourSidedFigure, NoContainedObjects(Q)
introduces
[__,__]: Edges, Vector ! Q
__.edges: Q ! Edges
__.position: Q ! Vector
set_edges: Q, Edges ! Q
set_position: Q, Vector ! Q
asserts
Q generated by [__,__]
Q partitioned by __.edges, __.position
8 e,e1: Edges, v,v1: Vector
([e,v]).edges == e;
([e,v]).position == v;
set_edges([e,v], e1) == [e1,v];
set_position([e,v], v1) == [e,v1];
Figure 2: The LSL trait QuadDesguared, which is a desugaring of the trait
Quad.
ied in Figure 3. It includes two other traits: PreVector denes an abstract
model of vectors (the type Vec[T] with an approximate length operator
1
) and
int which is an abstract model of the integers (the type int with appropriate
auxiliary denitions for C++). The trait FourSidedFigure denes the type
Edges as a tuple of four Vector values. As a convenience, the trait also intro-
duces the operator, __[__], which allows one to write e[1] instead of e.v1. In
the asserts section, the specication denes the condition on four-sided gures
from [43] as a predicate. The predicate isLoop(e) holds just when the vectors
sum to zero (make a loop). In the implies section this property is stated in an
equivalent way. (It would be inconsistent (i.e., wrong) to simply assert that the
edges always sum to zero; doing so would assert that all combinations of four
vectors sum to zero. Such properties must be handled by either constructing
an abstract model from scratch, or by asserting that the property holds at the
interface level, as is done below.)
In [43], vectors are usually treated as a given set, meaning that their speci-
cation is of no interest. A type of values can be treated as a given set in LSL
by simply specifying the signatures of its operators that are needed in other
parts of the specication, without giving any assertions about their behavior.
For example, to treat vectors as a given set, one would have FourSidedFigure
include the trait PreVectorSig, as specied in Figure 4, instead of PreVector.
Although it is perfectly acceptable to treat vectors as a given set (and be-
ginning users are encouraged to make similar simplications to avoid mathe-
matical diculties), one can illustrate more of the power of LSL by eshing
out the trait PreVector. This is done in Figure 5. In this trait's assumes
clause, the type T is required to be a ring with a unit element, have a com-
mutative multiplication operator, be totally ordered, and to have conversions
to and from the real numbers. (The rst three assumed traits are found in
[18, Appendix A]; the last trait, and the included trait Real that species the
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In the trait FourSidedFigure, the type Vec[T] is renamedto be Vector. The specications
in [43] are a bit vague on exactly what capabilities are needed by the scalar type (which is
named Scalar in FourSidedFigure and T in the trait PreVector). As there is no easy way to
implement an exact length function (because some lengths are irrational) the specication in
PreVector allows the length operator to return an approximate result.
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FourSidedFigure: trait
includes PreVector(Scalar, Vector for Vec[T]), int
Edges tuple of v1: Vector, v2: Vector, v3: Vector, v4: Vector
introduces
__[__]: Edges, int ! Vector
isLoop: Edges ! Bool
asserts 8 e: Edges
isLoop(e) == (e.v1 + e.v2 + e.v3 + e.v4 = 0:Vector);
e[1] == e.v1;
e[2] == e.v2;
e[3] == e.v3;
e[4] == e.v4;
implies 8 e: Edges
isLoop(e) == (e[1] + e[2] + e[3] + e[4] = 0:Vector);
Figure 3: The LSL trait FourSidedFigure.
PreVectorSig(T): trait
introduces
__ + __: Vec[T], Vec[T] ! Vec[T]
__ * __: T, Vec[T] ! Vec[T]
0: ! Vec[T]
- __: Vec[T] ! Vec[T]
__ - __: Vec[T], Vec[T] ! Vec[T]
__  __: Vec[T], Vec[T] ! T % inner product
length: Vec[T] ! T % approximate length
Figure 4: The LSL trait PreVectorSig, which can be used if the type Vec[T]
is to be treated as a \given".
real numbers, are found in [30].) The use of traits for stating such assumptions
is similar to the way that theories are used for parameterized specications in
OBJ [16, 14]. The assertions in the trait PreVector specify the theory of an
inner product and the approximate length function. (Comments in LSL start
with % and continue to the end of a line.) Two features of the implies section
not previously seen are illustrated in this trait. The naming of another trait,
in this case PreVectorSig(T) says that the theory of that trait is included in
this trait's theory. The PreVector trait's converts clause says that there is
no ambiguity in the specication of the inner product operator. On the other
hand, the length operator is not so well-specied, and thus is not named in
the converts clause.
To push this mathematical modeling back to standard traits, one needs the
trait PreVectorSpace, found in Figure 6. (The trait DistributiveRingAction
is found in [30], the other traits are from [18, Appendix A].)
Now that we are done with the initial mathematical modeling, we can turn
to the behavioral interface specications.
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PreVector(T): trait
assumes RingWithUnit, Abelian(* for ),
TotalOrder, CoerceToReal(T)
includes PreVectorSpace(T), Real
introduces
__  __: Vec[T], Vec[T] ! T % inner product
length: Vec[T] ! T
asserts
8 u,v,w: Vec[T], a, b: T
% the inner product is bilinear
(u + v)  w == (u  w) + (v  w);
u  (v + w) == (u  v) + (u  w);
(a * u)  v == a * (u  v);
(a * u)  v == u  (a * v);
% the inner product is symmetric (commutative)
u  v == v  u;
% the inner product is positive definite
(u  u)  0;
(u  u = 0) == (u = 0);
approximates(length(u), sqrt(toReal(u  u)));
implies
PreVectorSig(T)
converts
__  __: Vec[T], Vec[T] ! T
Figure 5: The LSL trait PreVector.
PreVectorSpace(T): trait
assumes RingWithUnit, Abelian(* for )
includes AbelianGroup(Vec[T] for T, + for ,
0 for unit, - __ for
 1
),
DistributiveRingAction(T for M, Vec[T] for T)
% ... implications omitted ...
Figure 6: The LSL trait PreVectorSpace.
2.2 Specication of QuadShape and Quadrilateral
Following the ZEST [11] and Fresco [49] specications of the shapes example,
the rst class to specify is an abstract class of four-sided gures, QuadShape.
The reason for this is that, if we follow [43, Chapter 2], then quadrilaterals
are shearable, but some subtypes (rectangle, rhombus, and square) are not. If
we were to follow the class hierarchy given on page 8 of [43], there would be
problems, because the classes Rectangle, Rhombus, and Square would be sub-
types but not behavioral subtypes of the types of their superclasses. Informally,
a type S is a behavioral subtype of T if objects of type S can act as if they
are objects of type T [4, 5, 32, 28, 35, 33]. Having subclasses not implement
subtypes would make for a poor design; it would also make such classes unim-
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plementable if specied in Larch/C++. This is because Larch/C++ forces
subclasses to specify behavioral subtypes of the types of their public super-
classes [12]. Thus we will follow the ZEST and Fresco specications in using an
abstract class without a shear operation as the superclass of Quadrilateral.
The Larch/C++ specication of the abstract class QuadShape is given in
Figure 7. This behavioral interface specication includes the behavioral in-
terface specications of the type Vector, which also denes the type Scalar.
In Larch/C++, one could also specify QuadShape as a C++ template class
with the types Vector and Scalar as type parameters [31, Chapter 8], but the
approach adopted here is more in keeping with the examples in [43].
In the specication of QuadShape, the rst thing to note is that the syntax
that is not in comments is the same as in C++. Indeed, all of the C++ dec-
laration syntax (with a few ambiguities removed) is supported by Larch/C++.
A C++ declaration form in a Larch/C++ specication means that a correct
implementation must be C++ code with a matching declaration. (Hence, a
Larch/C++ specication cannot be correctly implemented in Ada or Smalltalk.)
This happens automatically if, as in these examples, the behavioral specica-
tions are added as annotations to a C++ header le.
Annotations in Larch/C++ take the form of special comments. What to
C++ looks like a comment of the form //@ : : : or /*@ : : : @*/ is taken as an
annotation by Larch/C++. That is, Larch/C++ simply ignores the annotation
markers //@, /*@, and @*/; the text inside what to C++ looks like a comment
is thus signicant to Larch/C++.
With such annotations, the user of Larch/C++ can specify intent, semantic
modeling information, and behavior. At the class level, this is done with the
keywords abstract, uses, and invariant; at the level of C++ member function
specications this is done with the keywords requires, modies, trashes,
ensures, example, and claims.
Traits, including those that dene the abstract model, are noted in uses
clauses. In the specication of QuadShape, the trait used is Quad, with QuadShape
replacing Q. In Figure 7, the uses clause preceeds the class dention, so that
the trait will be available to clients that include the le. (A uses clause within
the class denition has a scope that is limited to that class.)
The use of the keyword abstract in the specication of the class QuadShape,
species the intent that QuadShape is not to be used to make objects; that is,
QuadShape is an abstract class. As such, it has no \constructors" and there-
fore no objects will exist that are direct instances of such a class. This extra
information could be used in consistency checking tool [46, 45, 47].
The invariant clause will be explained following the explanation of the
member function specications. (As in C++, public: starts the public part of
a class specication.)
Each member function specication looks like a C++ function declaration,
followed by a specication of the function's behavior, following the keyword
behvaior. Use of the C++ declaration syntax allows all of the C++ function
declaration syntax, including virtual and const, to be used. It also allows
exact C++ type information to be recorded.
To illustrate the specication format, the behavioral specication of Move
has six clauses. The requires clause gives the function's precondition, the
modies and trashes clauses form a frame axiom [6], the ensures clause gives
the function's postcondition, the example clause gives a redundant example
of its execution, and the claims clause states a redundant property of the
specication.
The postcondition, and the assertions in the example and claims clauses,
are predicates over two states. These states are the state just before the function
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#ifndef QuadShape_h
#define QuadShape_h
#include "Vector.h"
//@ uses Quad(QuadShape);
/*@ abstract @*/ class QuadShape {
public:
//@ invariant isLoop(self

.edges);
virtual Move(const Vector& v);
//@ behvaior {
//@ requires assigned(v, pre);
//@ modies self;
//@ trashes nothing;
//@ ensures liberally self' = set_position(self^, self^.position + v^);
//@ example liberally 9 e:Edges, pos: Vector
//@ (self^ = [e,pos] ^ self' = [e, pos + v]);
//@ claims liberally self'.edges = self^.edges;
//@ }
virtual Vector GetVec(int i) const;
//@ behvaior {
//@ requires between(1, i, 4);
//@ ensures result = self^.e[i];
//@ }
virtual Vector GetPosition() const;
//@ behvaior {
//@ ensures result = self^.position;
//@ }
};
#endif
Figure 7: The Larch/C++ specication of the C++ class QuadShape.
body's execution, called the pre-state, and the state just before the function
body returns (or signals an exception), called the post-state. A C++ object (a
location) can be thought of as a box, with contents that may dier in dierent
states. The box may also be empty. When the box empty, the object is said
to be unassigned ; an object is assigned when it contains a proper value. C++
objects are formally modeled in Larch/C++ using various traits [31, Section
2.8], and these traits allow one to write assigned(v, pre) to assert that the
object v is allocated and assigned in the pre-state. (The pre- and post-states
are reied in Larch/C++ using the keywords pre and post.) There is also a
more useful notation for extracting the value of an assigned object in either
state. The value of an assigned object, o, in the pre-state is written o^, and the
post-state value of o is written o'.
In a member function specication, the object self is dened to be the same
as the C++ object *this, which is the implicit receiver of the member function
call. Thus the postcondition of Move says that the post-state value of the
receiver object is equal to the pre-state value, with the position eld changed
to the pre-state position plus the pre-state value of the vector v. (Except
for constructors, the object self is implicitly required to be assigned in every
member function of a class [31, Section 6.2.2].)
The ensures clause of Move's specication uses the Larch/C++ keyword
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liberally. This makes it a partial correctness specication; that is, the speci-
cation says that if v is assigned and if the execution of Move terminates normally,
then the post-state must be such that the position eld of self's value is the
sum of the pre-state position and v. However, the function need not always
terminate normally; for example, it might abort the program if the numbers
representing the new position would be too large.
If liberally is omitted, then a total correctness interpretation is used; for
example, GetPosition must terminate normally whenever it is called. Neither
VDM, Z, nor any other OO specication languages that we know of permit
mixing total and partial correctness in this manner.
A function may modify an allocated object by changing its value from one
proper value to another, or from unassigned to some proper value. Each object
that a function is allowed to modify must be noted by that function's modies
clause. For example, Move is allowed to modify self. An omitted modies
clause means that no objects are allowed to be modied. For example, GetVec
and GetPosition cannot modify any objects.
A function may trash an object by making it either become deallocated or
by making its value be unassigned. The syntax trashes nothing means that
no object can be trashed, and is the default meaning for the trashes clause
when it is omitted, as in GetVec and GetPosition. Noting an object in the
trashes clause allows the object be trashed, but does not mandate it (just as
the modies clause allows modication but does not mandate it).
Having a distinction between modication and trashing may seem counter-
intuitive, but is important in helping shorten the specications users have to
write. In LCL and other Larch interface languages, these notions are not sepa-
rated, which this leads to semantic problems [8, 9]. By following Chalin's ideas,
most Larch/C++ function specications do not have to make assertions about
objects being allocated and assigned in postconditions. This is because, if an
object is modied, it must stay allocated, and if it was assigned in the pre-state,
it must also be assigned in the post-state [31, Section 6.2.3].
An example adds checkable redundancy to a specication. There may be
several examples listed in a single function specication in Larch/C++. For
each example, what is checked is roughly that the example's assertion, together
with the precondition should imply the postcondition [31, Section 6.7]. (The 9
in the example given is typed as \E by users.) As far as we know, this idea of
adding examples to formal function specications is new in Larch/C++.
Another instance of the checkable redundancy idea is the claims clause,
which is a feature of Tan's work on LCL [46, 45, 47]. This borrowing from
LCL can be used to state a redundantly checkable property implied by the
conjunction of the precondition and postcondition. In the example, the claim
follows from the postcondition and the meaning of set_position (see Figures
1 and 2).
Claims, examples, and the trashes and modies clauses, are optional in
a function specication, as illustrated by the specication of GetVec. The
specication of GetPosition illustrates that the requires clause may also be
omitted; it defaults to requires true.
In the specication of GetVec, i is passed by value. Thus i is not considered
an object within the specication. This is why i denotes an int value, and why
notations such as i^are not used [18, Chapter 5].
The invariant clause describes a property that must hold in each visible
state; it can be thought of as implicitly conjoined to the pre- and postcondi-
tions of each member function specication. The notation self

stands for the
abstract value of self in a visible state. (The glyph

is typed \any by users.)
Thus the invariant in Figure 7 says that the edges part of the abstract value of
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#include "Scalar.h"
//@ spec class Vector;
//@ uses PreVector(Scalar, Vector for Vec[T]);
//@ uses NoContainedObjects(Vector);
Figure 8: This specication module illustrates how to treat the type Vector as
a \given" type in Larch/C++.
#include "QuadShape.h"
#include "Shear.h"
//@ uses QuadSubtype(Quadrilateral, QuadShape);
class Quadrilateral : public QuadShape {
public:
//@ simulates QuadShape by toSuperWithoutChange;
Quadrilateral(Vector v1, Vector v2, Vector v3, Vector v4,
Vector pos);
//@ behvaior {
//@ requires isLoop([v1,v2,v3,v4]);
//@ modies self;
//@ ensures self' = [[v1, v2, v3, v4], pos];
//@ }
virtual void ShearBy(const Shear& s);
//@ behvaior {
//@ requires assigned(s, pre);
//@ modies self;
//@ ensures informally "self is sheared by s";
//@ }
};
Figure 9: The Larch/C++ specication of the C++ class Quadrilateral.
self in each visible state must form a loop.
Note that, by using model-based specications, it is easy to specify abstract
classes. One imagines that objects that satisfy the specication have abstract
values, even though there are no constructors.
Finally, note that the type Vector does not have to be fully specied in
Larch/C++ in order to be imported by the specication of QuadShape. It
can be regarded as \given" by making a specication module for it that simply
declares the type Vector, and uses the appropriate traits. An example of how to
do this is shown in Figure 8. (The keyword spec says that the declaration does
not have to appear exactly as stated in an implementation; an implementation
might also dene Vector with a typedef, or in some other way.)
The specication of the subclass Quadrilateral is given in Figure 9. The
C++ syntax \: public QuadShape" is what says that Quadrilateral is a
public subclass (and hence a subtype) of QuadShape. In Larch/C++, a subclass
is forced to be a behavioral subtype of the type of its public superclass. Roughly
speaking, the idea is that the specication of each virtual member function of
QuadShapemust be satised by a correct implementationof that virtual member
function in the class Quadrilateral.
Technically, in Larch/C++ behavioral subtyping is forced by inheriting the
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QuadSubtype(Sub,Super): trait
includes Quad(Sub), Quad(Super);
introduces
toSuperWithoutChange: Sub ! Super
asserts 8 x: Sub
toSuperWithoutChange(x) == ([x.edges, x.position]):Super;
Figure 10: The LSL trait QuadSubtype.
specication of the supertype's invariant and virtual member functions in the
subtype [12]. The technical problem to overcome is that the supertype's spec-
ications were written as if self were a supertype object. But when applying
such specications to the subtype, self is a subtype object. In most OO spec-
ication languages, including Object-Z [39, 40], MooZ [36, 37], VDM++ [38],
Z++ [27, 26], OOZE [1, 2, 3], and ZEST [11], there is no problem treating the
subtype's abstract values as abstract values of the supertypes (and in deciding
how to do that), because every object's abstract value is a tuple (i.e., a record or
schema) of abstract elds; the subtype's abstract values may have more such ab-
stract elds than the supertype's, and a subtype abstract value can be treated
as a supertype value by simply ignoring the additional elds. In Larch-style
BISLs, such as Larch/C++, LM3 [18, Chapter 6], and Larch/Smalltalk [10],
abstract values of object do not have to be tuples. This means that there is a
problem in giving a semantics to inherited specications. In Larch/Smalltalk
the problem is resolved by having the user write enough operators in a trait so
that the operators used in the supertype's specication are also dened on the
abstract values of the subtype. However, because that solution seems to have
modularity problems [29], a slightly less general solution is currently used in
Larch/C++. What Larch/C++ currently (in release 5.1) requires is that the
user specify a simulation function, which maps the abstract values of subtype
objects to the abstract values of supertype objects [12]. Inheritance of the su-
pertype's specications is accomplished by applying the simulation function to
each term whose type is the supertype. For example, the specication of the
member function GetPosition inherited by Quadrilateral, could be written
as follows in Quadrilateral's specication.
//@ virtual Vector GetPosition() const;
//@ behvaior {
//@ ensures result = toSuperWithoutChange(self^).position;
//@ }
Specifying the simulation function is the purpose of the simulates clause.
The trait used by Quadrilateral is the trait QuadSubtype, which is shown
in Figure 10. This trait includes the trait Quad twice, once changing the name
Q to the subtype, and once changing it to the supertype. It denes the simu-
lation function toSuperWithoutChange that maps the subtype's values to the
supertype's values.
The \constructor" specied for the class Quadrilateral has the same name
as the class in C++. Its specication follows the simulates clause. Construc-
tors in C++ really are initializers, and this constructor must set the post-state
value of the object to the appropriate abstract value. The requires clause is
needed so that the object will satisfy the invariant inherited from QuadShape.
The specication of ShearBy illustrates another feature of Larch/C++: in-
formal predicates. An informal predicate looks like the keyword informally,
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followed by a string constant. Such a predicate can be used to suppress details
about a specication. This is done frequently in the specications in [43] by
using comments instead of formal specications when discussing shearing. This
also illustrates how one can use informal predicates to \tune" the level of for-
mality in a Larch/C++ specication. For example, in Larch/C++ one could
start out by using largely informal specications, and then increase the level of
formality as needed or desired.
3 Other Subtypes of QuadShape
This section contains the behavioral interface specications of the other sub-
types of QuadShape described in [43].
As in [11], we start with the abstract type ParallelShape, which is shown
in Figure 11. The invariant clause in this specication says that the ab-
stract values of such objects must have edges with parallel sides. (The operator
isaParallelogram is specied in the trait shown in Figure 12.)
An interesting aspect of ParallelShape (apparently overlooked in all the
specications in [43]) is that if all the sides of a quadrilateral are zero length,
then the angle to be returned by AnglePar is not well dened. The specication
of AnglePar illustrates how to specify exceptions to handle such cases. Note
rst that the body of AnglePar has two pairs of pre- and postcondition speci-
cations. Larch/C++ actually permits any number of these specication cases
in a function specication body; the semantics is that the implementationmust
satisfy all of them [52, Section 4.1.4] [48, 49, 50]. Thus this specication says
that if the object self has an interior, the appropriate angle must be returned,
and if not, then an exception must be thrown. Although the mathematics of
angles is left informal, the specication of the exception is formalized. The term
thrown(NoInterior) denotes the abstract value of the exception result
The specication of the type NoInterior is in Figure 13. This specica-
tion uses the Larch/C++ built-in trait NoInformationExecption [31, Section
6.9] to specify the abstract model of the type NoInterior. This trait is de-
signed as an aid in specifying abstract models for exceptions in which no signif-
icant information is being passed; it says that there is only one abstract value:
theException. The class specication also species the default constructor.
Turning to another concrete class specication, the type Parallelogram (see
Figure 14) is a public subclass of Quadrilateral and ParallelShape. (This
follows the design in [43]; whether this is a good idea for a design in C++ is
debatable.) It inherits the specications of each, including the ShearBymember
function of Quadrilateral, and the invariant from ParallelShape (including
the inherited invariant from QuadShape). This is done by specifying a simulation
function for each supertype. Of course, the constructor of Quadrilateral is not
inherited, and so a constructor must be specied. This specication is a partial
correctness specication, which allows for cases in which the vector cannot be
successfully negated.
Another shape type is Rhombus, which is specied in Figure 15. This class
is specied as a public subclass of ParallelShape. The trait used to specify
the operator isaRhombus is in Figure 16.
The class Rectangle is specied in Figure 17. Its invariant is specied using
the trait IsaRectangle from Figure 18.
Finally, in Figure 19 the class Square is specied as a public subclass of
both Rhombus and Rectangle. The trait IsaSquare, given in Figure 20, is used
in the specication of the constructor to state a claim that follows from the
inherited invariant, but which might not otherwise be obvious.
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#ifndef ParallelShape_h
#define ParallelShape_h
#include "QuadShape.h"
#include "NoInterior.h"
//@ uses QuadSubtype(ParallelShape, QuadShape);
/*@ abstract @*/ class ParallelShape : public QuadShape {
public:
//@ simulates QuadShape by toSuperWithoutChange;
//@ uses IsaParallelogram;
//@ invariant isaParallelogram(self

.edges);
virtual double AnglePar() const throw(NoInterior);
//@ behvaior {
//@ requires : (self^.edges[1] = 0 _ self^.edges[2] = 0);
//@ ensures informally "result is the angle between self^.edges[1] and"
//@ "self^.edges[2]";
//@ also
//@ requires self^.edges[1] = 0 _ self^.edges[2] = 0;
//@ ensures thrown(NoInterior) = theException;
//@ }
};
#endif
Figure 11: The Larch/C++ specication of the C++ class ParallelShape.
IsaParallelogram: trait
includes FourSidedFigure
introduces
isaParallelogram: Edges ! Bool
asserts 8 e: Edges
isaParallelogram(e) == isLoop(e)^ (e.v1 + e.v3 = 0:Vector);
implies 8 e: Edges
isaParallelogram(e) == isLoop(e) ^ (e.v2 + e.v4 = 0:Vector);
Figure 12: The trait IsaParallelogram.
//@ uses NoInformationException(NoInterior),
//@ NoContainedObjects(NoInterior);
class NoInterior {
public:
NoInterior();
//@ behvaior {
//@ modies self;
//@ ensures result = theException;
//@ }
};
Figure 13: The Larch/C++ specication of the C++ class NoInterior.
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#include "Quadrilateral.h"
#include "ParallelShape.h"
//@ uses QuadSubtype(Parallelogram, Quadrilateral);
//@ uses QuadSubtype(Parallelogram, ParallelShape);
class Parallelogram : public Quadrilateral, public ParallelShape {
public:
//@ simulates Quadrilateral by toSuperWithoutChange;
//@ simulates ParallelShape by toSuperWithoutChange;
Parallelogram(Vector v1, Vector v2, Vector pos);
//@ behvaior {
//@ modies self;
//@ ensures liberally self' = [[v1, v2, -v1, -v2], pos];
//@ }
};
Figure 14: The Larch/C++ specication of the C++ class Parallelogram.
#include "ParallelShape.h"
//@ uses QuadSubtype(Rhombus, ParallelShape);
class Rhombus : public ParallelShape {
public:
//@ simulates ParallelShape by toSuperWithoutChange;
//@ uses IsaRhombus;
//@ invariant isaRhombus(self

.edges);
Rhombus(Vector v1, Vector v2, Vector pos);
//@ behvaior {
//@ requires length(v1) = length(v2);
//@ modies self;
//@ ensures liberally self' = [[v1, v2, -v1, -v2], pos];
//@ }
};
Figure 15: The Larch/C++ specication of the C++ class Rhombus.
4 Discussion and Conclusions
The shapes example from [43] is perhaps not ideal for illustrating the mecha-
nisms in Larch/C++ used for specication inheritance, as the subtypes all use
isomorphic spaces of abstract values. In [12], we give more interesting examples,
in which the abstract models of the subtype objects contain more information
than objects of their supertypes.
However, the shapes example does permit direct comparison to the OO
specication languages presented in [43]. The following are the most basic
points of similarity and dierence.
 The LSL traits specied in the examples correspond roughly to the Z
specications given in [43, Chapter 2]. This says that LSL is roughly
comparable to Z in terms of modeling power. However, LSL includes
syntax for stating redundant properties of traits, which may help catch
errors in such mathematical modeling.
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IsaRhombus: trait
includes IsaParallelogram
introduces
isaRhombus: Edges ! Bool
asserts
8 e: Edges
isaRhombus(e) == isaParallelogram(e)
^ (length(e.v1) = length(e.v2));
implies
8 e: Edges
isaRhombus(e) ) isaParallelogram(e);
isaRhombus(e) == isaParallelogram(e)
^ (length(e.v1) = length(e.v3));
isaRhombus(e) == isaParallelogram(e)
^ (length(e.v1) = length(e.v4));
Figure 16: The trait IsaRhombus.
#include "ParallelShape.h"
//@ uses QuadSubtype(Rectangle, ParallelShape);
class Rectangle : public ParallelShape {
public:
//@ simulates ParallelShape by toSuperWithoutChange;
//@ uses IsaRectangle;
//@ invariant isaRectangle(self

.edges);
Rectangle(Vector v1, Vector v2, Vector pos);
//@ behvaior {
//@ requires v1  v2 = 0:Vector;
//@ modies self;
//@ ensures liberally self' = [[v1, v2, -v1, -v2], pos];
//@ }
};
Figure 17: The Larch/C++ specication of the C++ class Rectangle.
IsaRectangle: trait
includes IsaParallelogram
introduces
isaRectangle: Edges ! Bool
asserts
8 e: Edges
isaRectangle(e) == isaParallelogram(e) ^ (e.v1  e.v2 = 0);
implies
8 e: Edges
isaRectangle(e) ) isaParallelogram(e);
isaRectangle(e) == isaParallelogram(e) ^ (e.v2  e.v3 = 0);
Figure 18: The trait IsaRectangle.
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#include "Rhombus.h"
#include "Rectangle.h"
//@ uses QuadSubtype(Square, Rhombus);
//@ uses QuadSubtype(Square, Rectangle);
class Square : public Rhombus, public Rectangle {
public:
//@ simulates Rhombus by toSuperWithoutChange;
//@ simulates Rectangle by toSuperWithoutChange;
Square(Vector v1, Vector pos);
//@ behvaior {
//@ uses IsaSquare;
//@ modies self;
//@ ensures liberally self'.edges[1] = v1 ^ self'.position = pos;
//@ claims liberally isaSquare(self'.edges);
//@ }
};
Figure 19: The Larch/C++ specication of the C++ class Square.
IsaSquare: trait
includes IsaRectangle, IsaRhombus
introduces
isaSquare: Edges ! Bool
asserts
8 e: Edges
isaSquare(e) == isaRectangle(e) ^ isaRhombus(e);
Figure 20: The trait IsaSquare.
 The behavioral interface specications are roughly comparable to the var-
ious OO specications written in the OO specication languages in [43],
in particular to ZEST and Fresco. However, only for Fresco is there even
a hint [49, p. 135] that it may be able to specify the C++ interface details
that Larch/C++ can specify.
It is important that a formal specication language not require one to for-
malize every detail. By allowing one to leave some types of data, some oper-
ations, and some aspects of behavior informal, Larch/C++, like Z and other
OO specication languages, allows users to focus on what is important. In
LSL, informality is accomplished by omitting specications, as in Figure 4. In
Larch/C++ this can be accomplished by omitting specications, as in Figure 8,
but more ne-grained tuning is permitted by the use of the informal predicates.
Larch/C++ is a large, but expressive, specication language. Most of its
size and complexity arises from the complexity of C++, which, for example,
has a large and complex declaration syntax, and a large number of low-level,
built-in types. Although Larch/C++ has several features that other formal
specication languages do not have, these features earn their place by adding
much to the expressiveness of the language. For instance, the example and
claims clauses in function specications add syntax, but they allow additional
checking and also allow one to convey extra information about the meaning
and intent of a specication. The example clause is new with Larch/C++;
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the idea for the claims clause is due to Tan [46, 45, 47].
More important for expressiveness are some fundamental semantic ideas
that, while they also add to the complexity of the language, add new dimensions
to the expressiveness of the language. One semantic idea is the distinction
between trashing and modication [8, 9], which places the frame axiomof Larch-
style specication languages on a rm semantic foundation. In Larch/C++ one
can also specify such notions as whether storage is allocated or assigned. More
important, allowing the user to specify both total and partial correctness for
functions gives to users a choice previously reserved by specication language
designers; the use of partial correctness, for example, is necessary for succinct
specication of functions that may fail due to the niteness of various data
structures [21]. Allowing the specication of several specication cases (an
idea due to Wing [52, Section 4.1.4] and Wills [48, 49, 50]) is convenient for
the specication of exceptions and for giving a concrete form to specication
inheritance [12]. Furthermore, when combined with the ability to specify both
total and partial correctness, the expressiveness of the specication language
becomes much more complete [20].
When combined with the approach of behavioral interface specication, the
expressive features of Larch/C++ make it a step towards the day when formal
documentation of C++ class libraries will be practical and useful.
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